
Where is God when I need God the most?



For the purpose of our discussions we are using the story of 
the Shack simply as a tool to delve deeper into our feelings 

about God.

When we focus too much on identifying and labeling the 
details, we miss out on seeing the bigger picture.

Specifically, those things we have in common with each 
other: Our pains, our joys, our fears, and our grief.

How do we have the same pain and grief when our 
events not the same? Let’s do an exercise:



Seeing each other as the same

This glass is you.
The most you can be is 
100%. That is the fullest.



Seeing each other as the same

Imagine a moment in 
your life where you 
experienced the greatest 
joy.
Live in that moment for 
30 seconds. 



Seeing each other as the same

On a scale of 0-100%, 
what you are feeling is 
your 100%. This is 
greatest feeling of joy 
that you know. You have 
never felt more than 
what you know.



Seeing each other as the same

Imagine a moment in 
your life where you 
experienced the greatest 
grief. 
Live in that moment for 
30 seconds. 



Seeing each other as the same

What you are feeling on 
a scale of 0-100% is 
your 0%. This is the 
worst grief you have 
ever felt. You cannot feel 
more than what you 
currently know.



Seeing each other as the same

When a new tragic event 
occurs that feels worse in 
comparison to our current 
0%, it takes its place, and the 
former 0% moves up a level.  



Seeing each other as the same

First 0% may be:
Loss of job

Prior to this event you have not 
experienced anything worse. Until…

New event:
Loss of childhood pet
Becoming the new 0% in your life.



Seeing each other as the same

First 0% may be:
Getting abused by a parent

Prior to this event you have not 
experienced anything worse. Until…

New event:
Becoming homeless

Y



Seeing each other as the same

Z’s 0% is the same as Y’s 0%

Z Y

Because in relation to that glass 
(You) your 0% is the worst feeling 
that you have ever known.



Seeing each other as the same

Z YEveryone has a 0%. To that person, 
their 0% feels the same as your 0%. 
We can only feel what we currently 
know.



Seeing each other as the same

Since we all have a 0% and we share 
the same feeling of being the lowest 
we felt in our life, we can now share 
our pain with each other without 
being judged as unworthy of that 
pain. 

For in relation to ourselves, our 0% 
pain is equivalent to another’s 0% 
pain. For we can only know that 
which we already know.



Seeing each other as the same

In this film clip, we see Mack who is at 
his 0% confront God.



How do we handle pain?

Kate and Mack – shut themselves off 
from everyone else. They lived in their 
feeling of guilt. They felt personally 
responsible for what happened to 
Missy.  If only I did/didn’t. . . 



How do we handle pain?

What are some ways you deal with pain?

 How are others around us affected? Or are they?



There is healing in sharing

When you offer others an opportunity to share your 
pain, by sharing your story with them, the crushing 
burden you carry by that pain, eases a little. For now it 
is not one carrying this load, but two. 

Anyone care to share their pain with us tonight?



Confronting God- Asking the 
tough questions

What would you say if you could confront God face-
to-face?

 Is it ok to ask God tough questions? 

“If you couldn’t take care of Missy, how can I 
trust you take care of me?”



God wants us to Ask.

II Timothy 2:15
Study to show thyself approved unto God.

Many of us look at that verse and translate it as having 
to win God’s favor. But what if we’ve been looking at it 
wrong. What if instead we study to discover why God 
love us. Why we are approved in God’s eyes.

What does studying have to do with asking?



There are two ways to study:

1. By memorizing a bunch of information that you 
recall later  to get the correct answers on a test.

“Reguritation” study. Spit back out facts at the appropriate 
time.

The knowledge of this one doesn’t last long and is very hard 
to make applicable to your life. It becomes a “once upon a 
time in a land far away” scenario in our minds.

1. By asking difficult questions, seeking out the 
answers, and asking how it is applicable to what you 
already know.

The knowledge in this one sticks around. This one becomes 
engrained. It is studying to learn and not because you’re being 
tested on the material.



God wants us to Ask.
II Timothy 2:15
“Study to show thyself approved unto God. A workman that 
need not be ashamed.”

We don’t have worry about offending God or asking stupid 
questions when speaking with God. We don’t have to be 
ashamed for asking the questions we ask. We don’t have to 
have status, or wealth, or act or do a certain way to ask God.

“Rightly dividing the Word of Truth.”
Through our studying, through our asking tough questions, 
through our honesty, and through our vulnerability and 
through our willingness to see things another way, we can 
start to have more clarity of the mysteries that are in God’s 
word. Mark 4: 13 “Know ye not this parable? And how, then, 
will ye know all parables?



Confronting God- Asking the 
tough questions

In Psalm 13:1-2, 22:1-2 We see a distraught David poor 
out his honest feelings to God. 

What was God’s response to David’s honesty?



Confronting God- Asking the 
tough questions

God can handle our questions. We don’t have to hold 
back. He understands our emotions. He knows our 
thoughts and feelings whether we give voice to it or not. 
He hurts with our hurts. He is with us in the pain.

God ignores our narrow concepts of Him and intersects 
us in our need, driven by goodness, love, and 
compassion.



1 John 4:17

There is no fear in love, 

but perfect love casts out fear, 

because fear has punishment (torment)

He that fears is not made perfect in love.

We love him, because he first loved us.

p. 23 “God’s love drives him to do whatever it takes to get 
through to us.”

I want to heal that wound that has grown inside 
you, and between us.

- Papa 



God, thank you that, at the core of your being, you are 
good and you show your love and goodness to us in so 
many ways. Please meet us in our pain and show us you 
are bigger than our hurt. Please help us to trust you as 
we look for you through the hard moments in our life. 
And please as we study and learn more about your 
grace and limitlessness that we develop the relationship 
that you want with us.


